




Victorian Easter Eggs 
 

ooking back on Victorian magazines, one sees many differences between Victorian life and our own.  But 
there are certain areas where traditions bridge the gap, not only between the Victorian world and the 
“modern” world but between these two worlds and much, much older times.  Those areas are the holidays.   

 Christmas and Easter stand out as holidays in which traditions unite celebrants across the centuries.  A 
Victorian could pick up this month’s issue of Martha Stewart and be as delighted by the Easter baskets and 
decorated eggs as today’s readers.  These Easter customs go back far beyond the Victorian era. No one is quite 
certain just how colorful eggs—or even more mysteriously, eggs purveyed by bunny—became associated with 
this holiday, but as our article in this issue shows, most believe eggs and bunny predate the Christian “Easter.” 
 As a child, I loved decorating Easter eggs.  And part of our family custom was a tradition that had its roots in 
Victorian times: decorating eggs with onion-skin.  Victorians didn’t have today’s nifty egg decorating kits, so they 
often had to rely on natural sources of dye. One excellent source was onion-skin.  So... here’s how you can make 
your own genuine Victorian-style onion-skin Easter eggs! 
 There are actually a couple of methods.  Our favorite was to wrap a white egg in a couple of layers of brown 
onion skins, so that the egg was completely covered with no bits of shell showing.  Then, wrap this skin-wrapped 
egg in a square of linen; we’d cut up an old sheet into pieces about 8 inches square for the purpose.  Set the egg on 
the square of linen as if it were a hanky and bring the sides and corners up carefully so that you don’t dislodge the 
onion skins. Tie the corners together at the top with a bit of twine so that the egg is completely encased in the 
linen square (i.e., so that no bits of onion skin can fall out). 
 Put your wrapped eggs in a large kettle of water, with about a tablespoon full of vinegar to help “set” the 
color.  Bring them to a boil and keep them at a low boil for about 12 minutes.  If you plan to eat them, that’s long 
enough; if you’d rather keep them out as decorations, you might want to boil them longer so that they’ll harden 
inside.  You should notice as they boil that the water turns dark brown from the onion skin tannin. 
 When they’re done, pour off the water and let them cool, because nothing will burn your hands like trying to 
peel off hot linen and onion skin wraps!  These hold the heat for awhile!  If you wish, you can run cool water into 
the kettle to cool them a bit faster and prevent them from continuing to cook in the hot wrappers. When the eggs 
are cool, carefully remove the wrappings, and you will find yourself with a beautiful collection of eggs richly 
marbled in shades of brown, tan and gold, with an occasional hint of green—no two alike! 
 Another way to dye eggs with onion skins is to dump the eggs and the skins into a pot and boil, but this will 
simply give your eggs a uniform brown color that isn’t terribly interesting. Another alternative is to wrap leaves, 
bits of fern, or flower petals around your eggs and wrap them in linen and boil them in a pot with onion skins.  
This will give you a “transfer” image of the leaves and ferns against the darker dyed background.  You can also 
decorate your eggs with designs drawn on in wax, which will remain lighter than the surrounding dye. 
 After your eggs have cooled, rub them with a light coating of oil.  This will bring out the color even more 
vividly and also seal any small cracks in the shell, which will help them keep.  Your eggs can be displayed for the 
rest of the day; after that, if you plan to eat them later, put them in the refrigerator. 
 One question we often heard was “don’t the eggs taste like onions?” Nope.  They taste like hard-boiled eggs.  
Even when onion dye seeps through tiny cracks in the shell (which will happen), it doesn’t cause the egg to taste 
like onion.  These eggs are as good to eat as eggs dyed any other way.  
 Another question we had was “what would happen if you used purple onion skins?” The answer: Nothing.  
Apparently the tannin level is the same; we didn’t get purple eggs.  We got brown ones. 
 A final question that is more complicated in today’s grocery store is—where do you get onion skins at all?  
Today, produce sections tend to strip onions down to the first moist layers, so it’s hard to find onions with skins.  
If you want to try this, start collecting early and save up skins as you find them.  Ask your produce manager if 
they have any “stripped skins” that they would be willing to give you.  (Often you’ll need to ask them to save 
them for you; otherwise they’ll be thrown away.)  Try a farmer’s market—and again, ask a vendor for stripped 
skins or to save skins for you.  
 If you’d like to experience a taste of Victorian Easter, give this old-fashioned technique a try! 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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